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17 percent of development projects at both the World Bank [pdf] (between 2009-11) and the Australian aid program [pdf] (2009-10) failed to ‘reach satisfactory outcomes’. Having a better understanding why these projects fail could have profound implications on accountability, projects learning process and aid effectiveness in general.

An article in the latest Journal of Development Economics tries to improve our understanding of this issue. Using a dataset of more than 6000 World Bank projects assess between 1983 and 2011 the authors systematically look at the link between country-level and project-level factors on project performance.

The authors use the World Bank’s Country Policy and Institutional Assessment rankings, civil liberty and political rights indices, and real per capita GDP growth as proxies for differences between countries. They find that there is generally a positive and significant link between country-level factors and project performance. Interestingly, however, the authors find that only 20 per cent of the variation in project performance is due to country-level factors. While 20 per cent is not insignificant (still large enough to justify country-level selectivity), this finding highlights the importance of analysing project-specific factors and their connection to outcomes.

The authors address a large array of project level ‘micro’ variables in their analysis including project complexity, project duration, preparation and supervision costs, delays in the project, and whether or not the project had been re-constructed in its lifetime. They find that:

- Restructured programs perform better-than-average following their restructuring, underscoring the effectiveness of this particular intervention to turn around underperforming projects.
- There is a negative correlation between preparation and supervision expenditures and project outcomes.
- There is only some evidence to suggest that larger, more complex projects are less likely to be successful.
- Greater dispersion of a project across sectors is significantly associated with better project outcomes.
- Whether or not a project is new or repeated does not seem to matter much for outcomes.
- The ‘human factor’ (i.e. quality of the team leader measured by various proxies such as the performance of projects they have previously managed) is significantly correlated with project outcomes.

Even after accounting for a wide range of micro and macro variables, the authors can only account for between 13 and 16 per cent of the variation in project outcomes.

Moreover, while they find that some of their explanatory variables have a partial correlation with project outcomes, their results may be clouded by the fact that these variables might themselves be responding to unobserved project-level factors that matter to project outcomes. The authors themselves conclude that only a small part of the very substantial (80%) project-level variation in outcomes can be attributed to the variables that they analysed.

What does this mean? If none of the conventional variables highlighted above have a major impact on project performance, what does? The authors suggest that there are critical but unmeasurable, ‘human factors’ which drive project outcomes.
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